Bookie Loophole – FREE REPORT
Thanks for downloading your free report…..
The Bookies Loophole is a unique membership service where we do
all the hard work for you. All you have to do is follow the simple
instructions to guarantee yourself a profit. We even calculate and
send you the bets, and best of all… you can’t lose!!
I am that confident in our methods that if you fail to make a profit
using our service, I will refund your payment back to you in full.
What is the Bookie Loophole all about?
Bookie Loophole involves using the bookmakers ‘free bet’ offers and
cashing them out to make a guaranteed profit. Basically we place
certain bets (with the bookies money) until we are eligible to
withdraw it to out bank accounts, and as there are dozens of online
bookies these days. We can make a fortune – RISK FREE

Will I have to deposit my money with dodgy bookmakers?
We only use trusted bookmakers were your money will be safe.
These are all regulated by the UK gambling commission so your
money is never at risk.
How much profit can I expect to make?
You can expect to cash out 75% of the value of a bonus using our
method. So if you get a £100 bonus you can expect to make £75
risk free profit

The cashed out amount = £1410. Not bad considering it takes 5
minutes to register an account and place a bet following our simple
emails. That’s a total of 180 minutes (3 hours) / £1410 = £470 per
hour!
After that is complete I give you a list of over 70 other sports books.
These vary from American betting sites all the way down to Australian
bookies! You get a guide that shows you how to cash out there
bonuses. This has to be worth around £3000 in cashed out value!

Once these casino bonuses have been taken, I even show you how
to cash out casino slot bonuses risk free. This is thousands more in
value!
How is it risk free?
We cover all outcomes so the money is never at risk. We use the
bonus money offered by bookmakers to make sure we profit
whatever happens.
OK, so what happens when we have no bonuses left?
We use refund offers to make a risk free profit. An example of a
refund offer would be is a game finishes 0-0 then all correct score
bets are refunded. We back all outcomes and make a profit
whatever happens.
Tip – There is nothing stopping your partner, relative or close
friends opening accounts too ;-)
The following bookmakers are doing regular refund offers:
Bet 365 – 0-0 refund offer on all football matches & horse racing
offers
Betfair – various

Bet Fred – Golf refunds
There are easily enough refund offers to be doing at least 15 a
week. If you make an average of £20 on each offer you can make
£280 risk free every week with about 10 minutes work a night!
AGAIN THIS IS ALL RISK FREE AS WE COVER ALL OUTCOMES AND
USE THE REFUND OFFER TO LOCK IN A PROFIT WHATEVER
HAPPENS! We are not trying to beat the odds!

ALL THIS RISK FREE PROFIT FOR A ONE OFF
PAYMENT OF £97?

I hope I have opened your eyes a little on how to make some very
easy tax free cash. All you have to do is follow very simple emails
that we send. We offer full support all the way through this service.

http://www.bookieloophole.com

